Intensified job demands and job performance: does SOC strategy use make a difference?
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Abstract: We examined intensified job demands (IJDs) and selecting-optimizing-compensating (SOC) strategies as predictors of job performance (task performance, organizational citizenship behavior). We also investigated SOC strategy use as a moderator in the linkages between IJDs and performance. We sampled three disparate occupational groups (N=4,582). We found that certain dimensions of IJDs showed significant associations with the indicators of job performance but there were also scale-based variations in these linkages, depending on the type of performance and on the sub-scale of IJDs. Specifically, some dimensions of IJDs (e.g., work intensification) related to poorer task performance whereas some other dimensions (e.g., intensified job-related learning demands) related to higher organizational citizenship behaviour. However, SOC strategy use benefitted both types of job performance. Relationships also differed between occupational groups as none of the moderator effects were consistent across the sub-samples.
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Introduction

Background and aim

Working life has changed dramatically in recent decades. One broad societal phenomenon behind these changes is social acceleration 1), and notably one of its facets, namely technological acceleration, which affects working life in many ways. Technological acceleration, through digitalization, artificial intelligence and robotization, is speeding up knowledge transfer and other work processes resulting in intensified, predominantly cognitive, job demands 2–4). In reference to this phenomenon, sociologists speak about work intensification 2, 3, 5) but occupational health psychologists have recently proposed a more specific concept intensified job demands (IJDs) 4). Specifically, IJDs describe demand-like job characteristics which intensify and accelerate the pace of work, job- and career-related planning and decision-making and work-related learning 4).

As new phenomena, IJDs have not received much research attention although they are of relevance in rapid technological acceleration. Few studies have ascertained their effects on employee well-being 3–7) However, no published study has examined whether IJDs also relate to employees’ job performance, which is our focus here. Job performance refers to the behaviours employees engage in at work contributing to organizational goals and co-
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ers both in-role and extra-role performance. In-role performance describes task proficiency at work (technical aspects of performance), which may be job-specific or non-specific. This type of performance is also known as task-performance. Extra-role performance refers to the more social and motivational aspects of job performance, such as facilitating peer and team performance (e.g., by helping behaviour), going the “extra mile” at work and being industrious and persistent at work. It is noteworthy that extra-role performance is sometimes conceptualized via organizational citizenship behaviour referring to work-related behaviours that are not included in employees’ job descriptions or not formally rewarded in organization but are nevertheless beneficial for organizations. As employees’ job performance is crucial to organizational success, it deserves more attention in job stress research also considering new, under-researched job demands. Accordingly, our first goal is to provide new research evidence as to whether and how IJDs relate to job performance, and, more importantly, whether such demands benefit or impair performance. We conceptualize and measure job performance via self-rated task performance and organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) defined above.

Naturally, in real life job demands cannot be avoided, and this may be especially true concerning IJDs as technological acceleration seems inevitable in working life. Consequently, it is crucial that employees have coping resources as a protection against harmful effects of job demands. Such coping resources may arise from work or from individual characteristics. One remarkable individual coping resource is action/life management strategies, here conceptualized and assessed via selecting-optimizing-compensating (SOC) strategies, referring to three intertwined personal action regulation strategies, that is, selecting-optimizing-compensating. SOC strategies operate in concert to facilitate an individual’s stress adjustment and to ensure successful development over the life course. They are also relevant individual resources in the work context. Indeed, we deem SOC strategies especially valuable resources in today’s working life, where employees benefit from transferable resources given that long-term employment contracts with the same organization/employer are no longer the norm. Changing working conditions would draw more attention to personal resources, which employees could more easily transfer in job changes throughout their careers. Moreover, SOC strategies have been argued to be most powerful personal resources in the presence of demands and stressors. Therefore our second goal is to investigate whether using SOC strategies would mitigate the associations between IJDs and job performance, implying that intense SOC strategy use would help to maintain high job performance under high demands, i.e., when IJDs are high.

Empirically our study is based on three divergent occupational samples (upper white-collar workers n=2,434, lower white-collars workers n=645, blue-collar workers n=1,505), enabling us to test for the first time whether the findings concerning IJDs are generalizable across occupational groups or whether they are rather more sample-specific, thereby forming the third goal of this study.

**Intensified Job Demands (IJDs)—hindrance or challenge demands?**

The concept of intensified job demands (IJDs) was developed in order to account for the effects of acceleration in the world of work. In accordance with qualitative and quantitative accounts highlighting the increasing pressures put on workers, Kubicek et al. propose that various job demands have intensified. Specifically, the authors distinguished four sub-dimensions of IJDs, namely work intensification, the intensification of job-related planning and decision-making demands, the intensification of career-related planning and decision-making demands, and the intensification of learning demands.

**Work intensification** means that work becomes more intense, with employees having to accomplish more work tasks within a working day. Kubicek et al. define work intensification as a multifaceted phenomenon characterized by the need to work faster, reduce downtime, and perform different work tasks simultaneously (i.e., multitasking demands). **Intensified job-related planning and decision-making demands** refer to increases in decision-making authority that put more pressures on employees to decide which tasks to pursue and how to approach them. With diminishing career stability and mounting demands for career self-management career planning and decision-making demands have intensified. Workers are increasingly required to maintain their employability in their current organization but also to be aware of and open to other career opportunities. Finally, **intensified learning demands** mean that the demands to enhance one’s knowledge and skills have become more intense. Due to rapid technological advances and frequent organizational changes, workers are required to constantly update their knowledge and adjust their skills.

It is noteworthy that work system practices necessitating a high level of involvement, which are nowadays often implemented in organizations’ human resource management,
are intensifying work, e.g., by imposing the above-defined intensified learning, planning and decision-making demands. Thus, IJDs, particularly intensified planning and decision-making and learning demands, have their roots not only in technological acceleration but also in today’s human resource management practices, which empower employees via improved agency, self-management and autonomy but simultaneously increase their experiences of IJDs.

Research has also revealed that these four dimensions of IJDs are distinct from well-established job demands such as time pressures/workload or lack of autonomy and contribute to explaining employee health, well-being and motivation beyond these more traditional job demands. Thus, IJDs expand existing measures by capturing the dynamic nature of contemporary job demands arising predominantly from technological and organizational changes.

IJDs have different associations with work-related outcomes. Whereas work intensification has been shown to be detrimental to employee well-being, health and motivation, learning demands have been shown to be conducive to work-related motivation. This pattern of results suggests that some IJDs may be hindrances, whereas others may be challenges. Cavanaugh et al. (p. 68) define challenge demands as “work-related demands or circumstances that, although potentially stressful, have associated potential gains for individuals.” However, hindrance demands, in turn, are not associated with such gains but “tend to constrain or interfere with an individual’s work achievement.” Thus, hindrance demands are likely to exacerbate strain and thwart personal growth and goal attainment, whereas challenge demands, besides being energy-depleting, also stimulate motivation. Work intensification is associated with work-related outcomes, such as high emotional exhaustion and low work engagement, which classify this demand as a hindrance. Moreover, if workers are asked to appraise work intensification, they assess it as a hindrance. As hindrances are negatively related to performance, we can assume that work intensification is associated with poorer job performance (task performance, OCB). No research appraising other sub-dimensions of IJDs has so far been presented. Nevertheless, their concurrent associations with strains and motivation suggest that planning and decision-making as well as learning demands are rather challenges. As challenge demands very likely boost performance, we can expect intensified planning and decision-making demands (job-related and career-related) and learning demands to be positively related to job performance (task performance, OCB).

The Selecting-Optimizing-Compensating (SOC) model from the perspective of job demands and job performance

The core elements of the SOC model are four SOC strategies (elective and loss-based selecting, optimizing, compensating), which are conceived of as significant personal resources assisting individuals’ action management and agency in setting, pursuing and sustaining goals in different life domains, also at work. The SOC model was originally developed by Baltes and Baltes to explain human motivation, adaptation, development and growth across the life course. Work is inherently motivational, goal-driven action, and thus job demands, including IJDs, arise from work and organizational goals, signifying that the SOC model fits occupational settings well.

The SOC model includes four specific action-management strategies. Goal-setting occurs primarily via elective selection (goal setting, goal choices and goal prioritizing), and loss-based selection (giving up unachievable goals, selecting new goals, and reorganizing goal priorities). An example of elective selection is when we concentrate on the tasks assigned instead of engaging in some counterproductive behaviour at work. An example of loss-based selection at work is when we disengage ourselves from certain enjoyable job activities, e.g., meeting colleagues, because of time pressures caused by organizational goals, requiring goal prioritizing due to limited resources. As these examples show, selection in the work context is ultimately guided by organizational goals and requirements. Moreover, employees may nowadays also have conflicting work goals, e.g., multitasking requirements. However, to perform well and to meet organizational standards, employees are under pressure to select the most relevant goals and pursuing those.

Goal pursuing manifests best in optimizing, referring to actions and processes enabling individuals to optimize their resources (e.g., effort, time, knowledge) in order to achieve selected goals. For example, in order to cope with learning demands at work or to maintain their employability, employees may acquire new training and education. Finally, goal maintaining and successful adjustment to resource losses occur typically through compensation, describing actions that allow resource losses to be compensated. To cope with losses, people need to muster and use new internal or external resources because previously used resources may no longer be available. One typical example of resource loss is job loss when a person starts seeking compensatory resources (job seeking, training, new hobbies) in order to adjust. The original developers of the SOC model emphasize that all four strategies...
are equally important for human adaptation and development. Indeed, SOC strategies operate in concert; using strategies flexibly across situational demands is often emphasized\(^{13, 31}\). For this reason, we conceptualize SOC strategies as one global construct (average score approach) encompassing the four strategies described above\(^{17, 30, 32}\).

Taken together, we reasoned that the SOC model with four SOC strategies is readily applicable to both job demands and job performance research. SOC strategies are personal resources that qualitatively match today’s goal-driven working life packed with mental job demands, e.g., IJDs. We argue that IJDs have deep roots in organizational goals and technology-aided work processes and that employees have increasingly needed to adapt their personal goals and actions to meet proficiency-intensive organizational goals and standards. Moreover, as the SOC model is ultimately a goal theory, it is also appropriate for job performance research, where goal-related aspects are inherently relevant. Therefore, we consider that SOC strategies and job performance are also qualitatively well-matching phenomena. The “Qualitative matching principle” is one pre-condition for establishing meaningful moderator effects between job demands (IJDs), resources as moderators (SOC) and employee outcomes (job performance) (a triple-match principle)\(^{33}\). We therefore regarded an orchestra SOC strategies as a meaningful moderator against IJDs in relation to job performance.

Some empirical findings support the above reasoning. However, such studies utilizing a moderator design are quite rare and have typically concerned job demands other than IJDs and also employee outcomes other than job performance, e.g., depression, working ability and work-related fatigue. For example, Shang et al.\(^{34}\) reported that SOC strategies buffered against effort-reward imbalance at work (describing overall job stress) in relation to depressive symptoms; intense SOC strategy use mitigated the stressfulness of effort-reward imbalance resulting in decreased depression. Schmitt et al.\(^{17}\) for their part found that overall SOC strategy use mitigated the effects of cognitive job demands (problem-solving demands) on work-related fatigue. However, Riedel et al.\(^{35}\) challenged such buffering findings as in their study SOC strategies did not ameliorate the effects of job demands on work ability. Concerning job performance as an outcome, Yeung and Fung\(^{36}\) showed that SOC strategies protected against high task complexity in terms of objectively-rated job performance measured via sales volumes\(^{36}\). To conclude, the empirical evidence concerning SOC strategies as buffering moderators between job demands/stressors and job performance is still scarce and more evidence should be presented, as will be done in the present study.

By contrast, there is more evidence on the direct positive relationships between SOC strategies and job performance. In a recent meta-analysis, Moghim et al.\(^{15}\) found a moderately strong relationship between SOC strategies and job performance (\(r=0.21\)) but the correlation coefficients varied between the studies and by the type of the outcome (e.g., self-rated vs. objective performance). As these previous findings are not entirely consistent, we examine whether SOC strategy use relates to job performance (task performance, OCB) independently of IJDs by examining the direct relationships between SOC strategy use and performance indicators.

Research questions and hypotheses

The following research questions (RQ) and hypotheses (H) are posed in this study.

**RQ 1.** Do IJDs relate to job performance (task performance, OCB)? On the basis of the hindrance-challenge model\(^{26, 27}\), we hypothesize \(H1\) that IJDs may relate either to poorer performance (as hindrance demands) or to better performance (as challenge demands). Specifically, we expect to find a scale-based variation in these relationships: work intensification, as a hindrance demand, is expected to relate to poorer job performance \((H1a)\), whereas three other dimensions of IJDs (intensified job-related and career-related planning and decision-making demands, and learning demands), as challenge demands, are presumed to predict improved performance \((H1b)\). Naturally, scale-based variation conditional upon the indicator of job performance (task performance, OCB) may emerge but we propose no hypothesis on this as empirical evidence is lacking.

**RQ 2.** Does SOC strategy use relate to job performance (independently of IJDs)? As SOC strategies are notable personal resources\(^{12, 13}\), which have been shown to result in positive work-related outcomes\(^{15, 17, 36}\), we hypothesize \((H2)\) that high SOC strategy use relates to higher job performance. We propose no hypothesis on scale-based differences (concerning task performance, OCB), although we examine this possibility by analysing performance indicators independently.

**RQ 3.** Does SOC strategy use moderate the linkages between IJDs and job performance? As SOC strategy use may be among the most powerful personal resources in demanding life circumstances\(^{18, 19}\), we hypothesize \((H3)\) that SOC strategy use operates as a moderator against high IJDs in relation to job performance (task performance, OCB). Specifically, under high demands, i.e., when IJDs
are high, high SOC users would be able to maintain a higher level of performance than would low SOC users. We propose no hypotheses on scale-based variations but we do examine this possibility.

Methods

Participants and procedure

We sampled different occupational groups in order to form a generalizable picture of IJDs in Finland and also to detect potential differences between occupational groups. Data collection, which we conducted in 2018, was performed in close collaboration with Finnish trade unions whose registered members were requested to complete an online survey. The present study was approved by institutional review board and informed consents were gained from participants.

The upper white-collar group \(n=2,434\) consisted of teachers, whereas the lower white-collar group \(n=645\) consisted of desk job workers (e.g., clerks, office workers) employed in the private sector. The blue-collar group \(n=1,503\) included industrial workers (e.g., employees in the metal and food processing industries) and service workers (e.g., waiters, cashiers). The total response rate was 25.5% (56.1% among upper white-collar workers, 12.9% among lower white-collar workers and 16.5% among blue-collar workers). A majority of blue-collar workers were women (51%) with a mean age of 42.97 \((SD=11.86)\) yr and the most typical education among them was a qualification from a vocational school (64%). The majority of lower white-collar workers were also women (64%) with a mean age of 47.35 \((SD=10.00)\) yr and the most typical education in this occupational group was a qualification from a vocational college or a university degree (59%). The group of upper white-collar workers was heavily female-dominated (79%) with a mean age of 49.49 \((SD=10.68)\) yr and 72% of these employees had a university degree. Occupational groups differed significantly from each other in all these background variables (detailed analyses available from the authors upon request), and we therefore deemed it important to analyse them separately regarding the research questions.

Measures and correlations between key variables

Measures and descriptive information on the sum-scales are summarized in Table 1.

We analysed four dimensions of IJDs separately as in earlier research they have been claimed to be separate factors with varying antecedents and outcomes\(^4,36\). However, SOC strategies (including elective selection, loss-based selection, optimization and compensation) were analysed as one average score because SOC strategies are expected to operate in concert\(^13,31\) and a similar procedure has been used earlier in occupational settings\(^17,30,32\). We also found that certain sub-scales of SOC had unacceptable reliability coefficients (compensation \(\alpha=0.57–0.61\)), whereas the overall SOC score (including 12 items) had good reliability across the sub-samples (Table 1).

Control variables in the regression analyses included the following basic demographic factors: sex (male/female), age (continuous variable from low to high), education (continuous variable from 1= no formal vocational education … 5= university degree), and the presence of children in the home (no/yes). These background variables were measured identically across the sub-samples and were therefore usable for purposes of comparison.

Correlations (Pearson) between all predicting variables and the outcomes are presented in greater detail in Tables 2 (task performance) and 3 (OCB). Here we present the correlations (Pearson) between the key predictors (IJDs-sub-dimensions, SOC strategy use) and between the outcomes. Sub-dimensions of IJDs were moderately highly inter-correlated in all sub-samples: among upper white-collar workers \(r=0.37–0.55\) \((p<0.001)\), lower white collar workers \(r=0.42–0.53\) \((p<0.001)\), and blue-collar workers \(r=0.37–0.58\) \((p<0.001)\). However, SOC strategy use showed only very low correlations with IJDs: among upper white-collar workers \(r=0.01\) \((ns)\) – 0.12 \((p<0.001)\), lower white collar workers \(r=0.01\) \((ns)\) – (−) 0.15 \((p<0.001)\), and blue-collar workers \(r=0.01\) \((ns)\) – 0.12 \((p<0.001)\). Task performance and OCB also showed relatively low inter-correlations across the sub-samples \((r=0.21–0.26, p<0.001)\).

Statistical analysis

As we examined three very different sub-samples we first conducted a mean comparison analysis for key variables by sub-sample (upper white-collar, lower white-collar, and blue-collar workers) via ANOVAs (one-way). In these mean comparison analyses, the sub-sample served as a fixed factor, the four dimensions of IJDs, SOC, task performance and OCB as dependent variables, each of which was analysed separately. Paired comparisons in ANOVAs were conducted using post hoc Bonferroni or Games-Howell test when homogeneity of variance was violated. We set a \(p\)-level of \(\leq0.001\) due to the large data \((n=3,297)\). The results of these analyses will be reported as descriptive findings \((M \text{ and } SD\) across sub-samples are shown in Table 1).
The hypotheses (H1–H3) were tested by performing hierarchical moderated regression analyses with interaction terms. Regression analyses were conducted separately for three divergent sub-samples in order to examine the generalizability of the direct (IJDs, SOC) and moderator (IJDs × SOC interaction) effects across sub-samples. Noteworthy is also that this is a first study on IJDs (as measured multi-dimensionally) where divergent samples were used in predicting performance. For this reason, we deemed important to analyse whether the explanation rates of IJDs concerning performance differ according to the sub-samples. This would mean that IJDs (or some of those) are stronger predictors of performance in certain occupational groups. This same concerns also SOC variable as a predictor of performance, as earlier studies have not generally been multi-sample studies.

Specifically, we computed different regression models for the main (IJDs, SOC) and moderator (IJDs × SOC interaction) effects across sub-samples. We first examined the main effects of IJDs and SOC on job performance (task performance, OCB as dependent variables) in own models (testing H1, H2). In these regression models (method Enter), background factors (sex, age, education and parenting status) were entered in the first step, followed by the SOC variable in the second step. Then the dimensions of IJDs (altogether four variables) were entered into the models at separate steps (i.e., including four steps as there were four IJDs among the variables) in order to compare their relative importance and explanation power in relation to job performance. The dimension of work intensification was entered in the last step because we defined this dimension of intensification as a hindrance demand (see H1a, H1b), and in this regard we also thought that it would be more detrimental (negative) job demand compared to the other (challenge-type) IJDs. Thus, the dimension of work intensification was expected to show the strongest (negative) effect on performance and was then entered to the model in the final step of regression analysis.

Next we estimated the moderator models to investigate whether SOC strategy use moderated the effects between IJDs and job performance (testing H3). SOC was always among these interaction terms, and having the same variable in multiple interaction terms typically causes multicollinearity and unreliable regression coefficients. Hence, to avoid multi-collinearity, each IJD variable and its corresponding interaction term with SOC, was analysed separately (altogether four interaction terms). In interpreting the interaction effects we used two specific criteria: (1) the interaction effect had to be consistent with the correspond-
Table 2. Predicting task-performance in upper white- (n=1,754), lower white- (n=637), and blue-collar workers (n=906)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Sub-sample</th>
<th>Upper white-collars</th>
<th>Lower white-collars</th>
<th>Blue-collars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficients</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1: Back-grounds</td>
<td>Sex^a</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education^b</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age^b</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children^c</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2: Buffer</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>0.22***</td>
<td>0.21***</td>
<td>0.22***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
<td>0.04***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3: IJP</td>
<td>-0.17***</td>
<td>-0.18***</td>
<td>-0.18***</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.028***</td>
<td>0.028***</td>
<td>0.028***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4: ICP</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5: LD</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08**</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6: WI</td>
<td>-0.34***</td>
<td>-0.31***</td>
<td>-0.31***</td>
<td>-0.36***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.075***</td>
<td>0.075***</td>
<td>0.075***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a: female/male; ^b: continuous; ^c: no/yes; S1: Step1; S2: Step2; S3: Step3; S4: Step4; S5: Step5; S6: Step6; SOC: selecting-optimizing-compensating strategies; IJP: intensified job-related planning and decision-making demands; ICP: career planning and decision-making demands; LD: intensified learning demands; WI: work intensification. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. ΔR² Change in explanation rates when the predictor (S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) or the group of predictors (S1) were entered into analysis.
ing correlation coefficient and the correlation coefficient had to be significant; (2) the change in an explanation rate \( R^2 \) after entering the interaction term had to be significant and explain \( >0.5\% \) of the variance of the dependent variable. Interaction effects meeting these criteria were then graphically inspected based on the parameter values of beta-coefficients, confidence intervals and standard deviations\(^38\). It is noteworthy that we used a stricter level of significance in the upper white-collar worker sample (**\( p<0.01 \)) due to large sample size \( (n=2,434) \), whereas in the two other sub-samples we used a conventional significance level (*\( p<0.05 \)).

Results

Descriptive results: mean comparisons by sub-samples for the key concepts

Below we report differences by sub-samples based on \( F \)- and \( p \)-values. Means and standard deviations in each of the three sub-samples are presented in Table 1. ANOVAs showed that the sub-samples differed in all other constructs except task performance \( (F=1.56, df [2, 3296], p=0.210) \). Upper and lower white-collar workers reported more work intensification than did blue-collar workers \( (F=64.79, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \), whereas the white-collar groups did not differ from each other (post hoc Games-Howell). To sum up, IJDs were overall significant from each other (Games-Howell) for paired comparisons. Lower white-collar and upper-white-collar workers also reported more intensified job-related planning and decision-making demands than did blue-collar workers \( (F=73.63, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \), and all groups differed significantly from each other (Games-Howell) in this job demand. Similarly, the white-collar groups reported more intensified career-related planning and decision-making demands than did the blue-collar group \( (F=61.84, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \) but the white-collar groups did not differ from each other (Games-Howell). Finally, intensified learning demands were also most prevalent among upper white-collar workers, followed by lower white-collar workers and blue-collar workers \( (F=387.99, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \) and all sub-samples differed significantly from each other (Games-Howell). To sum up, IJDs were overall more common in white-collar than in blue-collar work.

We also found that the sub-samples differed in SOC strategies \( (F=24.39, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \) and OCB \( (F=63.58, df [2, 3297], p<0.001) \). The blue-collar workers used SOC strategies more often than did the upper white-collar workers, whereas other groups did not differ from each other (Bonferroni). OCB, in turn, was most common among upper white-collar workers but the lower white-collar group did not differ from the blue-collar workers (Games-Howell).

Results of regression analyses for the main effect models in three sub-samples

Here we report only the findings derived from the last step of the regression analysis as these are the most robust findings taking into account the power of antecedents when all variables are included in the model (see Step 6; after all four dimensions of IJDs were entered into the regression analysis). Furthermore, we only report those findings which are consistent with the corresponding correlation coefficient.

Concerning task performance, Table 2 shows that SOC strategy use explained higher task performance in each sub-sample and its explanatory rates varied between 4 and 8% depending on the sub-sample. Of the dimensions of IJDs, only work intensification showed a consistent effect on task performance across sub-samples: the higher work intensification the lower was task performance. Work intensification explained 7–8% of the variance of task performance. It is noteworthy that none of the other dimensions of IJDs were significant predictors of task performance after entering the dimension of work intensification into the model in the final step (see \( \beta \)-coefficients in the last column across sub-samples). Some effects at Step 6 were furthermore inconsistent with the respective correlation coefficient (i.e., concerning IJP in lower white-collar workers and blue-collar workers and LD in upper white-collar workers, see \( \beta \)-and \( r \)-coefficients in the last column across sub-samples). Altogether, these findings show that the relative importance of work intensification was stronger than the other dimensions of IJDs in explaining task performance.

Table 3 shows the results of the regression analysis in explaining organizational citizenship behaviour (OCB) across sub-samples. Again, we report the findings derived from the last step of the regression analysis after all variables had been entered into the model (see Step 6; after all four dimensions of IJDs had been entered to the regression analysis). We found that SOC strategy use explained higher OCB in each sub-sample and its explanatory rates varied between 4 and 5% depending on the sub-sample. None of the dimensions of IJDs related consistently to OCB at Step 6 (see \( \beta \)-coefficients in the last column across sub-samples). However, we found that intensified learning demands were related to higher OCB among upper white-collar and blue-collar employees (the effects were also consistent with the respective correlation coefficients). Among blue-collar workers, intensified planning- and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Organizational Citizenship Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper white-collars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1: Back-grounds</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexa</td>
<td>-0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educationb</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ageb</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childrenc</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.010**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S2: Buffer</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>0.19***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.039***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S3: IJP</strong></td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S4: ICP</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S5: LD</strong></td>
<td>0.18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.024***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S6: WI</strong></td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: female/male; b: continuous; c: no/yes; S1: Step1; S2: Step2; S3: Step3; S4: Step4; S5: Step5; S6: Step6; SOC: selecting-optimizing-compensating strategies; IJP: intensified job-related planning and decision-making demands; ICP: career planning and decision-making demands; LD: intensified learning demands; WI: work intensification. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. ΔR² Change in explanation rates when the predictor (S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) or the group of predictors (S1) were entered into analysis.
decision-making demands also related to higher OCB after entering all variables into the regression equation. Overall, the explanatory power of IJDs was weaker concerning OCB (0.5–4%) as an indicator of performance compared to task performance (7–8%), which was most strongly explained by work intensification.

Results of the regression analysis for the moderation models in three sub-samples

We found only a few significant interpretable interaction effects and none of these were consistent across the sub-samples. Furthermore, some of these interaction effects were inconsistent with the respective correlation coefficient and were therefore not interpreted further (see criteria for interpreting effects in Statistical analysis). All interpretable interaction effects emerged in the lower white-collar worker sample and three of those were clear moderating effects and are reported next. Figure 1 reveals an interaction effect of work intensification and SOC on TP ($\beta=0.12$, $p<0.01$) by showing that SOC strategy use buffered to some extent against work intensification. According to the simple slope analysis, among the high SOC users (1 SD above mean) the association between work intensification and task performance was lower ($\beta=-0.21$, $p<0.001$) than among the low SOC users (1 SD below mean; $\beta=-0.44$, $p<0.001$). However, the main effect of work intensification is also evident in Fig. 1: the higher work intensification, the lower was task performance.

Another buffering effect, again among lower white-collar workers, concerned task performance and emerged for the intensified learning demands ($\beta=0.09$, $p<0.05$). As can be seen in Fig. 2, SOC strategy use buffered against intensified learning demands. According to the simple slope analysis, among the high SOC users (1 SD above mean) the association between intensified learning demands and task performance was not significant ($\beta=-0.06$, $p=0.227$) while among the low SOC users (1 SD below mean) the association between intensified learning demands and task performance was stronger ($\beta=-0.24$, $p<0.001$) than among those whose use of SOC strategies was average ($\beta=-0.15$, $p<0.001$).

The third moderation effect, again among lower white-collar workers, concerned OCB and was found for the intensified career related planning and decision-making demands ($\beta=0.10$, $p<0.01$). Figure 3 illustrates this interaction effect and reveals that SOC strategy use strengthened the positive association between intensified career demands and OCB. According to the simple slope analysis, among the high SOC users (1 SD above mean) the association between intensified career demands and OCB was stronger ($\beta=0.29$, $p<0.001$) than among those whose use of SOC strategies was average ($\beta=0.19$, $p<0.001$) while among the low SOC users (1 SD below mean) the association between intensified career demands and OCB was not significant ($\beta=0.09$, $p=0.107$).

Discussion

The present study examined intensified job demands (IJDs) and selecting-optimizing-compensating (SOC) strategies as predictors of job performance (task performance and OCB). Furthermore, we explored whether SOC strategy use
would function as a moderator in the linkages between IJDs and job performance. We sampled three disparate occupational groups in order to examine the generalizability of our findings but to also explore potential differences between occupational groups. We found that certain dimensions of IJDs showed significant associations with the indicators of job performance but there were also scale-based variations in these linkages, depending particularly on the type of performance but also on the sub-scale of IJDs. Moreover, many relationships also differed between occupational groups. Indeed, none of the moderator effects were consistent across the occupational groups. We next discuss our main findings in relation to the hypotheses (H1–H3) focusing also on differences between the outcomes (task performance, OCB) and occupational groups.

The dimension of work intensification was most important

The first hypotheses (H1a, H1b) were only partially supported and the findings differed by type of job performance. Only work intensification acted as a hindrance demand for all employees when task performance served as an indicator of performance; the higher work intensification the lower was task performance. Entering the dimension of work intensification into the model suppressed the effects of other dimensions of IJDs, although their correlations with performance were often significant. This signals a stronger relative importance of work intensification on (task) performance compared to the other dimensions of IJDs. This result is also consistent with H1a and previous findings showing that work intensification is a hindrance demand associated with negative outcomes. It should, however, be recalled that work intensification did not predict OCB, which was the second indicator of job performance here, and in this respect H1a was only partially supported.

In addition, we hypothesized that intensified job- and career-related demands and intensified learning demands would act as challenge demands with positive performance-related outcomes (H1b). However, this hypothesis did not gain much support in our data. As noted above, these three dimensions of IJDs were not related to task performance (inconsistent with H1b) after analysing the effect of work intensification suppressing the effects of other dimensions of IJDs. We found, however, that higher intensified learning demands explained higher OCB among upper white-collar and blue-collar workers, lending some support to H1b, according to which learning demands are challenge demands with beneficial motivational and performance outcomes. Other effects between IJDs and OCB were likewise either marginal or sample-specific. For example, we found that higher intensified job-related planning- and decision-making demands related to higher OCB among lower white- and blue-collar workers (explanation rate 3–4%) in line with H1b, but this effect lost power when all four variables of IJDs were analysed simultaneously.

To conclude, what we found here is that the effects of IJDs were different for different indicators of job performance. Furthermore, the effects found were generally relatively low (except for work intensification) in robust statistical analyses, even though almost all four IJDs correlated significantly with the indicators of job performance across sub-samples (particularly concerning OCB). It may be that certain employee characteristics explain the results obtained. A recent study showed that IJDs were reported more by those employees who had proactive personality. This could be one confounding factor explaining, e.g., the positive relationships between certain IJDs and OCB as the latter describes employees’ proactive and initiative behaviours (e.g., helping co-workers, doing extra-role tasks) in organizations.

Sample-specific findings may relate to employees’ different internalized expectations, implying that their psychological contract regarding IJDs may vary across occupations. These expectations were not studied here. Thus, employees in different jobs and positions may expect different amounts of job demands (e.g., planning- and decision-making demands, learning demands) as a part of their psychological contract. Such differences, stemming from the psychological contract, may then have implications for the relationship between IJDs and job performance.

It should be recalled that neither sample-based nor measure-based (regarding the outcomes) differences between IJDs and the outcomes were anticipated but we explored these as large data sets allowed such analyses. As a result, we found that not all linkages were generalizable across the sub-samples. However, SOC strategy use was an exception and will be discussed next.

Selecting-Optimizing-Compensating (SOC) strategies were useful but not strong stress buffers

The second hypothesis (H2) was fully supported as higher SOC strategy use predicted better job performance (both task performance and OCB) across the occupational groups. The result is also consistent with earlier findings showing that SOC strategies lead to various positive outcomes in occupational contexts. Theoretically, our results also support the SOC model proposing that SOC strategies operate in concert (“more is better”), and that their flexible use tends to produce good out-
The third hypothesis (H3) was only marginally supported as we found only three clear moderator effects for SOC strategy use in the association between IJDs and job performance. All interpretable interaction effects emerged in the lower white-collar sample, and two of those were clear buffering effects, in which we were particularly interested. Specifically, we found that SOC strategy use buffered against work intensification: among high SOC users we found a smaller association between greater work intensification and poorer task performance than among low SOC users. Another buffering effect of SOC strategy use emerged for intensified learning demands: among high SOC users intensified learning demands did not associate with task performance at all, whereas among low SOC users the association between intensified learning demands and task performance was stronger comparing to those who used SOC strategies on average. Altogether, our findings show that high SOC users fared better in terms of job performance than did low SOC users in a high stress situation, that is, when IJDs (work intensification, intensified learning demands) were high.

These results are also consistent with some earlier findings reporting that SOC strategies buffer against other types of job demands/stressors. Nevertheless, we have no unequivocal explanation for why such buffering effects were only seen among lower white-collar workers. One explanation is that their work contexts, e.g., organizational demands, were different from those of the other occupational groups studied. It may also be that technological acceleration (e.g., digitalization) has lasted longer in private services (where the lower white-collar employees worked) than in other fields where this technological revolution is currently ongoing. Thus employees in private services may have already developed protective resources, e.g., SOC strategies take-up, to cope with IJDs, the roots of which lie in technological acceleration. Whatever the reasons behind these sample-specific findings, it signifies that employees who work in private services, e.g., as clerks, accountants, and office workers would benefit from SOC strategy use if they encounter work intensification and intensified learning demands at work.

We also encourage scholars to investigate more SOC strategies as moderators/buffers between different job demands and performance indicators. Both SOC strategies and job performance concern goal-related cognitions and behaviour hence their inter-relationship is inherently interesting. Moreover, the ongoing technological acceleration in working life gives rise to new, predominantly cognitive, job demands, the effects of which deserve more attention in relation to job performance and SOC strategies.

Limitations and future directions for research

The present study has few noteworthy limitations. First, data sets were collected via self-reports, which may cause common-method variance bias. Assessing job performance via self-reports in particular has apparent weaknesses and future studies on IJDs should include non-self-report assessment of job performance. It is also noteworthy that the key variables, i.e., IJDs and SOC strategy use, were evaluated somewhat differently in our study: the items measuring IJDs refer to more “overall perceptions” concerning a respondent’s job demands, whereas the items measuring SOC refer to a respondent’s personal perceptions concerning his/her SOC strategy use. Absence of equivalence in these assessment scales may have diminished the power of the interaction effects (IJDs × SOC) found here.

Second, the study was cross-sectional and inherently limited as regards causal conclusions. We based our design on job stress models, where job demands (IJDs) are perceived to be antecedents for employee outcomes. Future longitudinal studies should examine causality between IJDs and job performance. Such longitudinal studies would also enable reliable testing of mediator models, e.g., whether SOC strategies mediate (rather than moderate) the effects between IJDs and the outcomes. The moderator effects were weak in the present study and therefore mediator effects would deserve more attention in future longitudinal studies.

Third, we analysed SOC strategy use as an average score but examining its sub-dimensions would produce more detailed information on the role of specific SOC strategies as regards job demands and employee outcomes. However, our design was justified according to the developers of SOC model, who emphasize that SOC sub-dimensions operate in concert. Furthermore, certain SOC-dimensions had unacceptable scale reliability and therefore an average SOC score was used.

Fourth, even though we utilized large and divergent samples, the response rate was low except for the upper white-collar group. Low response rates in online surveys are nowadays unfortunately more a rule than an exception. A related point is that we did not have detailed information about the respondents’ occupations (not included in the survey), which would have been useful in interpreting the findings.

Finally, we want to emphasize that many findings were
sample- and scale-specific. Due to such contradictory findings, future studies should explore more different indicators of job performance in relation to IJDs, also paying attention to individual differences (plus other confounding factors) possibly involved in these relationships. For example, personality factors were not measured in our study. One future avenue of research could also be to investigate the interaction or combined effects of IJDs on job performance as this was beyond the scope of the work at hand.

Implications
Concerning implications, we base our suggestions on those effects, which were generalizable across occupational groups and would therefore benefit different occupational groups. First of all, we found that intensified pace of work and multitasking requirements (work intensification) explained poorer task performance across the occupational groups. Accordingly, organizations should try to reduce work intensification and multitasking demands. If working days or tasks assigned are extremely intense, employees should be able to recover after work and during work, e.g., by detaching themselves psychologically from work as this improves their work ability in the long run. Energy management strategies, e.g., private and physical micro-breaks, would also be needed during intense work tasks/periods as our brains need restoration and unwinding. Allowing at least five minutes’ break between mentally demanding work tasks and trying to avoid multitasking could be recommended.

We also showed that SOC strategy use was related to improved job performance (in-role and extra-role) across the occupational groups. Therefore, employees’ SOC strategies should be enhanced in organizations using appropriate interventions and job redesign. For example, combining job crafting/redesign and SOC training interventions would yield good outcomes as they both involve goal-relevant behaviour and thinking. Goal-setting, goal prioritizing, goal monitoring and goal resetting can be learned across the life span, concerning also one’s career span.
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